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Cyclone Skips
&IS Campus
In City Tour

Today

For the first time in San Jose State college history, the California
Board of Education meets today and tomorrow on the Spartan campus
in the new Women s grnnasium.

Eight members of the Board, plus 14 of the state’s tcp educeors,
are holding their first quarterly meeting of 1951 here, followiee
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SWEEP DOWN, FORE AND Arr Gloria Carroll makes a
quick sweep ehile Rosemarie Arndt and Priscilla Tangemann polish
up for the meeting of California state Board of Education.
photo hy Gilmore

Sparta Welcomes Board
Twenty of California’s top education officials are visiting San Jose
State college today. The list of educators, many of whom are accompanied by their wives and husbands, has been released by the office
of Pe. T. W. MacQuarria
The cellege
members’
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and lard officer, super,- of educatlon, heads the

Other associate superintendents are: Dr. Jay D.Connor, chief of
division of instruction; Dr. Aubrey A. Douglass, chief of division of
state colleges and teacher instruction and Dr. Frank M. Wright, chief
of division of public school administration.
I:eorge E. Hogan. deputy etiperintendent of public instruction
and chief of the die talon of departmental administration soil! be
welcomed. lioweser. another deputy euperintendent, Dr. Herbert
R. stota. M.D., chief of the division of special schools and services,
is iii and ssiil not attend.
Other administrative officers are. Alfred E. Lentz, administrative
adviser; Dr. Joel A. Burkman. assistant division chief of state colleges
and teacher instruction; Donald W. Parks, field representative;
Herbert E. Summers, chief of bureau Alt readjustment education,
Robert D. Eddy, technician in the bureau of readjustment education:
and Miss Margaret Rauch, administrative assistant.

The’ Weather !Hop After Bouts
"One more day like yesterday
and I’m heading south for the
winter.""" says. "This weatherj
isn’t for the birds,"
"My advice to students would
be to come with me and hide out
in the Ceacamonga hills until this
siege of precipitation blows over.
But alas and Black this is impos- ,
sible- short quarter and all"
"7" foresees fair weather for
today (maybe) with a high around!
53 degrees (maybe).

An "After the Bouts" dance will
be held tonight at Newman hall
immediately following the San
Francisco State college boxing
matches.

Dancing will be to records and
the admission is 25 cents, according to Joyce Dalton, chairman of
the affair. The dance is being
sponsored by the Campus Chest
committee.
Chuck Wing is in charge of
arrangements.

:"..4,11t)v. Increase

(H’ I at.

all available police students to
Sunnyvale to aid police there.
Mr. Schmidt explains that some
Ceerre commit Iry meeting for
police students may be absent
from classes today and he hopes! memhere and interested persons
that instructors will understand today at 11:30 am.- -old classthey are on emergency duty.
room.

Co-Ree Meeting

kilo 1)a,

-it’s too bad the weather turned
out as it did," Ron LaMar. Student Y priaident s xciaimed. "I !a
sure mote studs fits would ba.a.
participated if the rain hadn’t eta
terrupted things."
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Iota Delta Phi Stages
Twelfth French Play

In Good Shape
In vis.ting thr. San Jose State coliege campus today and tomorrow, rk.. California Board of Education and most of the state’s other

important figures in education wid be seeing Washington Square in
its best condition since World War II.
When veterans flooded Sparta in 1945-46, a new era was
launched for the institution which once hid behind the diffident label,
San Jose Normal School.
In 0,fober, 1949, Dr. Aubrey A. Douglass, head of the California division of state colleges, fold the Spartan Daily that SJSC’s
enrollment limit had been set at 6000. Fall quarter, 1949, however,
saw the number of students shoot to almost 8000, and the limit looked
further away.
More rigid entrance requirements were applied last September
and the enrollment finally began to decrease. The emergency, plus
stricter requirements for entering students, was r-...sponsible for the
number dipping below 6000 this quarter in the state college, although
the total enrollment including the junior college was 6433.
Although not congested, the college now is pleasantly compact
And in better shape than any time since the war. California’s visiting
educators todey car only ima9ine the conditions which existed here
only 15 months ago.
In ifs new-found breathing space, San Jose State college hereby
rtsforids a welcome hand to is distinguished visitors.

cry, "Le Malade Imaginair,
By PAT PATKICKS
me,
Spartans attending perfor- be witnessed by several
mances of "Le Malade Imagi- from the French and Belgia!
i;.
naire," current production of Iota solutes in San Franciseo.
Dr. T. W. MacQUARRIE
Delta Phi, French honor society, he expects to attend includ,
to rely on pocket structors from the University of
into a protected sei\.ice. Take the will not have
diction - California, Stanford university and
French-English
of
editions
orders that come to you like a
dialogue, Mills college.
the
understand
to
aries
man, War can be a great opporto Dr. Boris Gregory,
The last play presented by thtunity for personal development. according
modern languages. He group was ’The Happy Days"
It will be a good thing for you professor of
twelfth foreign - Puget which was given in 194;
the
directing
is
to meet a crisis or two.
presented at San It was seen by a woman stalf
And just because you’re in the language play
the group. member of San Francisco’s French
army, where the lid is off, V ou Jose State college by
-It often is difficult to get act- conSulate who was a friend of
don’t Kase to develop low standards. Many a fine soldier sticks ors who can speak French well the author. She wrote Puget about
to his principles; he keeps himself enough to carry on a stage con- seeing the production and he in
versation," Dr. Gregory said. "We turn wrote to Iota Delta Phi
clean.
And while war is dangerous, it believe that the present cast is thanking them for having selected
is not more dangerous than our one of the most capable we have his play for such a scholastic unAlameda. I was in the First World had in some time. Also, the par- dertaking, Dr. Gregory concluded.
War, and in the infantry, too, but ticular selection should be just
I didn’t get a bump until the day as entertaining to the person who
More than 85 per cent of the
stepped into does not understand French as it
aas discharged
The
is to the person who speaks the area of Illinois is cultivated.
a bole and broke my ankle,
value of the state’s annual crop
Take your military service, language fluently. We feel that
Recently the grand council or a national fraterral organization jauntily’. and you’ll have a good lack of knowledge of the language is estimated at $2,000.000.000,
not only approved the pledging of a Negro into the University of tirri;, something to brag about to will not handicap the audience a more than two times greater ti:
the average in the nation.
Connecticut chapter, but also suggested that any of its 35 other pee- randehildren.
great deal," On Gregory explained.
- chapters might do the same, if they liked.
The Moliere piay will be preSie-..11 an occurenca, coupled with other similar ones, seems to
t sI tonight and tomorrow in
,
’
lit, Lillie Theater.
indicate that the’ American trend is toward recognition of the Negro 6
The first French play svas preAs an indiv1dual.
, a nted to a Spartan audience in
For Ps/ample, Ralph J. Bunche, who happens to be a Negro, was
1931. Titled "The Old Maids with
appointed pr,ifssar of political science at Harvard university. This
the Green Hats," it began a series
was the first time that Harvard has ever made such an appointment.
Its HAROLD BORCHERT
product ons by Iota Delta Phi.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
last ear Bunch, won the blObel peace prize for his work in
At the time id the first pro iron. number’s up!
Second I St. John Streets
minimizing the war lortween the Arabs and Jews oser Palestine.
Sunday, 50 a or Holy Communion
auctrai lex the group, the society
This little phrase means a It
Prayer aed Sermon
Ill.Horning
11’00
a
But Benc.he is not the only great Negro person in our nation. It) the draft bait on campus. When bad been in esistenee for two
4:00 p Canterbury Club
.eirs. When the group organThere Are many like him, and their particular potential contributions their selective service number is
Supper, Evening Prayer, Program
Wed 7 a.m Holy Communion, 272 S
ized it had four charter memup, that’s all, brother.
to our culture should be recognized.
Howard I. Scholfsn
ber% and the interest of the
San Jose State college fraternities might profit well by orienting
Everyone who carries a draft
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Lanuioutee
department
faculty.
card has a selective service numthemselves to this natinn fir nri.
Of the. four original members.
ber.
Four items go together to make two fluently are teaching in San
up the number. Each is enclosed Jose sehuobs, one is at Stanford.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
in a small rectangle on the face and one is the wife of Dr. hue BO S. Fifth Street
The San Jose State college basketball team has returned to of the card.
ley T. Moorhead. assistant pro lessor of history.
Classes, thankful that it is alive after spending two weeks zig-zagging
The first box stands for the
The most successful presenta11 .00 a m Morning Services
through a land of Sirens called the Midwestern and Eastern basketball state in which
you are registered. lion of the French society, both
Listing The Level of Leadership
country.
The second is the local board
The. Spartans, however, have nothing to be ashamed ol despite number. The third is the 3i.ar of financially and from a director’s
according to Dr. Gregstandpoint,
7:00 p.m.Christian College Youth
losing all five intersectional contests.
birth and the last is th e man’s
ory. was "Tovarich’ by Daval, preFellowship
Because the San Joseans dropped ;games to Wisconsin. Man- number in that year.
sented in 1939.
A I loge t her they spell Armed
hattan, Duquesne, Beloit And Hamline, Sparta’s avid critics have gone
"Both myself and Mr. Newby
Guest Speaker:
overboard in condemning the local college team. This criticism can Fore,. when Uncle Sam starts I had parts in the play. In one
George Cherryholrns
he expected, but there is no reason for loyal Spartans to vilify the breathing down your neck.
1scene, I, playing the part of tr
-Missions in World Reconstruction
;Russian general who was working
Washington Square cacsors.
as a butler in France, had to
\ Some basketball teams that play in New York’s Madison Square
!hand Mr. Newby, who was cast
garden have only one objective to
win each and every game.
as a newly rich French banker,
Others, however, crash Gotham’s limelight to impress the name of
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
a dii:s of bitter medicine.
their college upon Eastern citizens, as only athletic teams can.
"During rehearsals, Mr. NewRev. Claionc R. Sands, Pastor
Sari Jose fell into this category when it lost its initial encounter
by had had trouble getting is
Merle Rook, Pastor’s Assistant
with the University of Wisconsin, a traditional Big Ten Conference
pained expresaion on his fare
Second & Sao Antonio Streets
powerhouse.
11,, .1:
ind Parry and
after he had taken the drink.
The Spartans deliberately picked a suicide schedule to make the I "Unknown Book Borrower".
- TIMES OF WORSHIP
The night of the phy, some of
name
San Jose State
an accepted athletic trademark instead 1 A disabled veteran would great- the 1118t took matters into their
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. I:30 pan.
of the label of some freak normal school from five miles south of ly appreciate it if the person who own hands and poured a great
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
took
a
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Chairing House. deal of silt Into the glass. Mr.
Milpitas. 14 the team had been victorious on its jaunt, the objective
Dept. of Church School
-Labor law Course’ and a Mer- Newhx (limited the drink unsuswould have been reached with only a more monumental crescendo.
Wed., 7:30 pan.. Prayer Meeting
risen and l’ommager "Growth id
p.’ctlngly
and
almost
choked.
At this writing, Hemline and Duquesne still are undefeated. The the American Republic
I"
Needless to say, there WWI no
College Age Group: "Senior B. Y.’
Dukes from Pittsburgh are ranked 13th in the most recent Associated i from Room 17 last Friday would need
for Mr. Neuby to struggle
6:15 Sunday evenings Tlai group
Pvess poll. Beloit has averaged 86 points a game in the 1950-51
!turn
them in to the lost and for a realistic facial expression
seahas wide awake meetings each Sunson. Manhattan needs no buildup.
found department in the Infor- ... It was there automatically."
day n.ght. Oussid speakers are
It is doubtful if any cage squad on the Pacific Coast could have ma t am off
brought in from time to time. A varDr. Gregory said.
iety a social activities is scheduled
The owner of the books can ill
bettered San Jos.’s record by an appreciable margin with a similar
Many personages of interest
throughout silo school year. Ono Sun afford to replace them at $6.50 frequently attend the presentaschedule.
ditty a month the group goes to the
tions of the local group. MemHere’s a salute to A Spartan team which, though defamed on the each
Odd Fellows Home to hold services
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Ti
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surface, was triumphant in accomplishing a far more important obWalter R. Howes,
consulate usually attend the projective, the good will of the Eastern public.
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Majority of Students 1Fish Doubles
In Sanitation
Flunk English A Exam Squad
Duties
By HAL BORCHERT

"A perennial problem in colleges today is that of preparing
students in English composition,"
says Dr. Glenn Reed. co-ordinator
of English A at San Jose State
college.
A large percentage of students
each year fail the English A
examination.
Figures for ’1950
show that 67 per cent of the students failed. This. however, is a
10 per cent increase over 1949.
Dr. Reed feels that there are
many factors which account for
the large number of failures. Most
important is that everyone has to
take the test when entering the
college and many are not prepared.
"Sam, students have been
out of school for a long time
and du not have the techniques
of English fresh in their minds.
students forget
Eve. high sCh/
during vaestton." says Dr. Reed.
The English A examinations are
given in May, September, and December. Over a period of many
years figures show that the percentage of failures always is low est in the May exam.
"I believe this is accounted for
by the fact that most high school
students take the test at this time
and English is fresh in their
minds," Dr. Reed eontinued.
The examination is both objective and essay type. Students are
required to write a composition in
a certain length of time. Dr. Reed
feels that most students have not
had very much experience in writ in..; under pressure and are not
prepared for this method.
rise in popularity of ohjecli..e type tests in high schools
and colleges hinders the students because they don’t has,.
the chance to learn composition
something which they need
s.i) s Dr.
I hroughout
Reed, Dr. Reed emphasizes that
the English A examinations are
merely a means of placing students in English courses in
which they show weakness.
Students sometimes feel that
they are hurt socially by failing.
Dr. Reed pointed out a case of
some girls who were developing a
complex because they were in refresher courses and felt a loss of
prestige.
Three refresher courses are offered English As. Ay and Az.
The basic difference is in the pace.
Some students have to go through
all three but many pass into
English IA after one quarter.
There is a difference of opinlen as to the quality of the tests,
home feel that the standard is
too high while others are of the
opposite school of thought.
The local chapter of the American Association of University
Professors made a survey of upper division students in 1949 tr,
see if they were prepared in the
techniques of composition well
enough to write reports. The concensits was that the majority of
students were incapable. Dr Reed
feels that the decrease in the percentage of failures is due to the
r..,1 standards of the collie’

during the past year. Another factor is that more students fresh
from high school are now going diIn the first
rectly to college.
years after the war many of the
students taking the exam were
G.I.’s who had been out of school
for a long time.
"We have to hold Some standards which are on par with other
universities so students will be
qualified for advanced work," says
Dr. Reed. "We are on an equal
basis with the larger universities
at the present time." he added.
Dr. Reed, who came to San Jose
State college in 1946. has been
English A co-ordinator for three
years. He held a similar position
at Pasadena City college for many
years.

See-Cd V et
isn’t So Bad

.

MEXICO CITY, UP) Mexican
university authorities
National
have estimated that 16,000 of the
students in the university manage
to live on 38 cents a day or less.
Only 4,000 of the young people
studying for the various professions have more than $18 11.7.S.1
a month to cover school and living expenses.
University official Gonzalez
Bustamante, himself a lawyer.
said that the poorest students, financially, in the university are at ending the Medical school.

Editors Request
Officers. Pictures
The following members of the
Student Council. Student Court
and class officers must have their
individual pictures taken for the
1951 La Torre on Jan. 12 between
13:30
pm. and 4:30 p.m. in the
I Student Union. Anyone who will
I not be able to appear at this time
should contact the La Torre office,
! 1195, as soon as possible.
Students who should apnea’. are:
Dave Down, Pat McFadden, Pete
Civillen. Mary Lou Carli, Barbara
Downey, Vincent Malone, Toni:
Evans, Pat Goulder, Dick Frost, !
Marlyn Raieley. Bill Seveins, Toni
Sparling, Joyce Dalton and Dave ,
Woods.
Bill Eckert, Chuck Luckhardt.!
Joan Hale, Joanne Keeler. Pat
Flanagan, Shirley Crandale and ’
lngred Anderson

By MEL GAGNON
"Hey! Freddie’s on campus!"
1
"Who’s Freddie?"
"Who’s Freddie? Why-v-v he’s!
the one engaged in research up in!
Dr. Ralph Smith’s science 119
classroom.’
Well, the truth is that Freddie
is not exactly doing any scientific
work bjrnsele but is at San Jose
State college for the benefit of
students studying fish under the
direction of his owner, Dr. Smith
of the Natural Science faculty.
This little sea animal, as well
as several other types of exotic
fish, are being studied in course
119, titled "Fishes." According to
his owner, Freddie is doing double
duty in that he also Serves as
housekeeper for the roommates.
"Freddie is captain of the sanitation squad in my aquarium, Dr.
Smith said Of the two-inch long,
light grey Itch. "The little fellow
is a close relative of the well known catfish. He works all the
time cleaning up the bottom, sides
and dirty rocks in his glass enclosed home. He really does a fine
job too. In fact." the zoology professor emphasized, "Freddie does
such a good job of vacuum sweeping his surroundings that he wear
ing himself out."
If the situation appears to Is
really dangerous though, Zoologist
Smith said he will put in a fi
lieutenants to work under the
leadership of "Captain" Freddie.
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By HAL BORCHERT
Why do men choose librarianship for a career?
Mr. Bruce Munls and Mr. John
Schmuck, staff librarians at San
Jose State college, were asked
why they chose this held and the)
came up with SOnle interesting
answers,
Mr. Munly says be became interested in the field after he had
been graduated from Whitman
college in Washington as a histor),
major. He then went to the University of Washington and ntceived a B.S. degree in librarianship. "I just chose it because it
seemed like a good livelihood.- he
says.
Mr. Schmuck has a somewhat
different reason. A Fernair. liin
brarian sparked his interest
the career and he folios% ed
through bx getting an 51.5. degree from the Udivcrsitx of
Southern (’atiforniat although
the girl married another guy
en route.
Both men are in their first jobs
as librarians. Mr. Munty, who is

HEAR
7
NEXT
AT THE STUDIO THEATRE
’

reference assistant, has worked
here tor 18 months. Mr Schmuck
came to SJIS college in September
and is working in the order room
and circulation.
Mr. Munly spent much ot his
youth in the Bas area and after
being graduated from Washington
returned to this district. His home
town Is Spokane. Wastv.
When asked how be liked
working with all the W00%PM itl
the Ithrar), Mr. Manly answered
Mr.
"n onderfu V’
Schmuck had the same luster
nhen questioned.
Akron. Ohio is the home town
of Mr. Schmuck. He came West
and attended high schools in San
Francisco. He was graduated from
the University of Akron with a
B.S. degree in political science
Golf is the main sideline oh Mr.
Munly but he confesses he hasn’t
been putting too much rime Inward it lately Piano idaying and
"puttering in the garden- are di.
I versions for Mr. Schmuck

pilleilafteadvaillealleueraihmkikesiesailie

McINTYRE’S
Anitomiciity

!
TORONTO, Ont., Jan. 11
The speedy Canadian Avro
liner which set a new mark I.\
traveling from Chicago to Ni
York in one hour and 42 minut, yesterday. broke more records I !,
its return here last night.
It traveled the 360 miles from
New York’s La Guardia airport to
Toronto in one hour and nine mil. I
ut.

THE NEXT

NEW

HOURS

MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
OPEN I I A.M. to 2 P.M. & 5 P.M. to 12 Midnite
FRIDAYS II .A.M. to 2 P.M. & 5 P.M. to I A.M.
SATURDAYS I I A.M. to 2 P.M. & 5 P.M. to 3 A.M.

. . . Closed Sundays . . .
Barbecued Han Si 25
Barbecued Beef $1.25
Barbecued Pork Spare Ran $1 40
Barbecued Eish $1.00
Barbecued N.Y. Cut Steaks 11, English lamb Chops
Barbecued teens 15c
BARBECUED SANDWICHES
Barbecued Potato 10c
Beef 40e
Chili IL Beans 30c
Herr’ 40c

McINTYRE’S
PIT

BARBECUE

15 So. 111h St. (Just around the Corncr)
’4OPPIPPIOSIWII

Or

ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITAUAN DINNERS

Take it easy in

Featuring
HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Come as you are
Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.65
Private Banquet Room

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT
Ra.oU, qt. 75c
Spaghetti. qf. 6Sc
A quart of each feeds sill.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
Open 11:30 A.M.-9 P.M.
175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
Downstairs
CY 4-5045

3

Two Represent ’Male Animal
On College Library Staff

Sets Nos Record

-

sPARTAN DAILY

a Freeman loafer ...
Start the quart,
in a new pair of loafers.
You’ll find a wealth of cornice t
and sets we iii these smart Freetnan
moccasins

.

with dustincti%i

hand-butted seams

And

9.98
Men’s shoes, store for men

4
Seniors to Ski,
Portal’s Punching Palace Puts Dance, Swim
TV Whammy on Uncle Miltv Gasper States
NVARTAN DAILY

Friday. January

12.

!
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Cisco, Aipineers, and Cal lodges,
on the ski slopes of Donner SUM.
Mit, will he crowded to ove. -capacity tomorrow and Sunday with
enthusiastic Senior overnighters
from San Jose State college. Senior President Ed Gasper said.

I ,1114._;. - isixing rector announced yesterday.
San
tb. sport whieh has projected the
Motion pictures will be taken
colleye into national prominence
of tonight’s matches with San
it, the athletic world for over a
iFrancisco State college by Wilade may be televised over a
1 liam de Diego official football
San Francisco station this season,
!photographer for San JOSS’ State
11.anny /1111. SJS athletic news diI college

o liadoet Cut
"11 he pr.-sent drop in enroll.," rit is all not immediately rfi.i t
the
an .11,... state college
Molding program au ...riling to
Dr. 1. 1%. Macquarrie, college
president,

1

Dr. Ma.-qua rri. stated that
aithmigh the ander ijii.irter fan...Maven, hiss tireppeil t..-lost the
Gioia limit set bl the stale in
IO19. the 1.....1 Midget pripbahly
oill not he .111 until the If41-$.1
s...r_

Juniors Schedule
)1fier-uamel)ances
’

Gasper described the car pool
"imas
system
transportation
mensely successful" in that rides
to the summit were provided for
"The reall but four persons.
maining four will he taken care
of before tonight," he said

De Diego aid rhos, the movies to recutises of one of the
an Frantelevision stations In
eiiii.., early nest %trek. The particular station is unknown at
defluifriV
this Dow. hit 11 l
bolos n that a ...dolmas is "interested" in sponsoring college
hoing, preferably that of san
Jose Stale college.

..All drivers are reminded to
take skid chain.s along and attach
them as soon as conditions warrant." says the senior president.
If the deal goes through. the Hand must meet at Cal lodg. for
local bouts will be shown on tele-, organizational changes and 1:,:. %%-ek after the original ’I St ructions.’.1sI01:
matches.

1

lief .
Portal,
Spartan
boxing!
....itch, expressiti his hop. that the
, ’lea,
Lzoe.,If,
"It alit boom college hosing.Wed the 11.0Mo:illy -knossit ...atla
-1r.vervore who hos seen college
hosing likes It.
It’s a great
port. "

Two after -game dames otos
I think the deal is going to
the ni:ijor huictivess of Ihe Junior rake
It will he good for boxing
council
at
its
nil...lung and I know the public will like
tlass
Wednesday The dances a ri slated it
Portal said
fur Jan 27 and Feb 10 .eat will
he held in Ha. Student Union fron,
Hto 12
Adnussion charg.
pwill las .2111:;:accordins to Dirk
"hill ru ilass prescient

Dick 7’racv it lint
Of Irate Citmeas

dtseusst’dr
Tentative Plan-i
,ir the Junior Pt oni which will he
I
sprit 26 at Mary -Ann gardens.
ath
Calvin WMs owned chairman
t
the prom "We would Illos tot
lye ideas for a theme tor the;
scowl submitted to Beth
j’%1M3rn
uf eisterday

Mateo Dick Tracy moved into
his new palatial home last month,
one Chicago Tribune reader wanted to know how the mighty deteclive came by it. Seems the Trib
has
been
campaigning
against
drafting policemen for the past
couple of months and to the Triti
A. barbecue is ;oho on the slate reader it appeared they had gore
future Junior class events. against their policy.
steolue. 911 of them, are
When the reader voiccd his ob,ow -on ice" in readiness for the
jection to the strip and asked if
A. departure from the business the Viper Was still in favor of
speet Of the council meeting was "clean government", the only rea’ autographing of a harbetlle ply !torn the Tribune was the
which was given as a Christ - heading it placed over the reits gift by the Juniors to Donald printed copy of the letteis IfF:
BUILT 1.1’ rnIT
II1S RE a-vrens, elm adviser. *
The council Will meet again next W A It I IS
Wednesday in the Student l!nion.
MOTHER kNoVisi BEST

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Lanyon
and Mr. and NIrs. Donald Si’.
erns has.. agreed to act as adsisors tor the affair. Both men
are faculty members of the Art
department. Mr. Lanyon is the
white Mr.
Senior c lass aisr,
the
...arms. Junior class ailsIsPf,
agreed to go on the trip in order to report on the organitation
of next year’s overnight espedilion.
Skiing Will be the main event of
the trip with Ski club instructors
on hand to give lessons to beginAccordners and intermediates.
ing to Duke Deras, overnight
chairman, two instruction periods
will be offered both days. with
times to be posted at Cal Ski
lodge. The group will meet at Cal
lodge Saturday night for dancing
entertainment.
impromptu
and
Marilyn Rowley has been appointed as chairman for the night
and anyone with anything to add
to the program is invited to contact her. stated Gasper.
"Skis may be rented here in San
Jose with less trouble than at the
lodges." says Ski club member
Besides the usual
John Bishop.
skiing equipment Bishop reminds
the students to dress warmly for
the trip.
"And don’t forget to
bring a bathing suit since Al pincers is equipped with a heated
swimming pool which the overnighters are invited to use, -

Iota Delta Phi
Cie
Pia

MEMPIDS. Tenn. (UP)
Half
the children in t hi. neighbrsrhood
Bon
it
tile came home lin the double when a
;reslionati cams
%%Ill lie %ouniz. mother pulled a fast one on
eld from 7 :to’ to. ii pin Feb I. her two children. She rang a bell
By FRED WESTPHAL
...it !world a. 11111. stailints
Ilk.’ the one carried hy the ice
iota Ln ’Ira Phi, French honor
cream men.
society, gave a masterful presentation of Mohere’s comedy "Le
MaLade Imaginaire" last night in
the little theater before a sparse,
hut responsive audience.
lir Wesley Goddard as Argan
the imaginary invalid, and Georgette Smith as Toinette the saucy
maid case performances worthy of
professional tlospians.
The entire cast handied their
parts without the usual I irst-night
jitters James DeCou as Argan’s
cynical.
doctor - hating
brother,
Clifford Widolel as the medical
student. and Shirley Nelson as
Argan’s "lighter provided fine
comedy relief.
The plas.. under the direction of
Dr. lioris Gregory, lived up to the
pnimise of the organization that
it would be understood hy even
the non -French speaking members
if the audience.
polo alto
Also included in the cast were.
Juliana
Alger as
Reline.
Ann
Inoubay
as
Anyelique,
Fred
Brown as Cleantis Richard Wimer
as
Monsieur
Diafoirtis,
James
Riley as Monsieur Porgon, Mike
Barrio as Monsieur Fleurant, and
Robert cis.. as Monsieur DeBons. ,
It 4 ’11161111 \

Tt )(la

Dodo&
EVERY FfLIDAY 6 SATURDAV NIGHT
IN THE NEW RIZE ROOM AT

Ricketi‘s
STUDIO CLUB

40 MINIMUM - NO COVER.

Dr. Sweeney Stresses
Progressive Teaching
Progressive education is an attitude and not a system or typel
of education, according to Dr. William G. Sweeney, head of the San!
Jose State college Education de- !

are started in a school district the
parents have’ a right to know
about it," Dr. Sweeney said. He
cited an instance when one school
district started using the plus and
minus grade system on a new type
of grade cards without telling the
Naturally
parents.
there
v,ere
"The
children
questions.
will
chance
of benefiting
have a better
from new methods when their parents understand what the school
is teaching their. children." Is.
Sweeney esolained.

partment.
"The trouble with the opinions I
most people hold concerning pro-I
gressive education is they confuse the modern practical methods of teaching school toaay with
the misguided idea that this new
"system" of education provides
lack of discipline and crackpot
Dr. Sweeney believes that
ideas.
Rules of discipline are di,
educators are beginning to reconcussed and planned between tb.
cile the more radical progressive
students and teacher in a demo.
cratie way instead of the dunes cap method, Dr. Sweeney said
in explaining San Jose’s ideas on
discipline. "And it works esiai
at the kindergarten level.",,
Instead of punishing
said.
child by embarrassment or sal
casm, the teacher only pots ths
spotlight on him, and the child
oho Is an extrovert will be happy to sit on a high stool and ti
the center of attention, accord
sag to Dr. Sweeney.

San Jose State college is qua,
as it has been since Civil War
days. one of the leading teacher
training institutions in the state.
according to Dr. Sweeney. "Many
districts will not employ any other
DR. WM, J. SWEENEY
college graduates if they can seideas with common sense, to get a cure San Jose Stdte college edumore practical, democratic form cation graduates," he stated.
of teaching and better behavior
from the students through progressive means.
Dr. Sweeney’s three principles
of the progressive attitude in education include: I. Mental hygiene
Latest figures released to e.
approach to teaching concern for
the child’s welfare. ’2. A broadened Graduate Manager’s office reseal
objective in the school, where the that 4658 San Jose State college
Th.
school does more than just teach students have ASB cards.
the three R’s. 3. A flexible type winter quarter enrollment total is
of program, where the student re- 6433 students.
ceives many new outlooks but with
The total number of card holdtho’ usual fundamentals included. ers is more remarkable when
The paramount objective in
compared -with the 7041 enrollthe Education department is to
ment of last quarter and the 4572
get a good relation between the
cards sold.
home and school. Dr. Sareney
It means that almost 7a per
says San Jose leads in this field
cent of the student body has purand that other schools are loo
chased ASB cards.
ginning to copy sun Jose’s ems
Oasis on the importance of
training t he parents in new
methods as VVPll as the children.
-When new ideas or practices

Purchases Show
ASB Card Jump

It’soneHerat
nfght o4’/
kissifids,
Mt WM
THE GIRLS"
FOR RENT

Boys: Bedlam Gables,
Television, hot water in rooms and
heat,
inner spring
mattresses
(7ook or not $20 and $25 including
clubhouse,
swimming
pool
privileges.
Garage.
265-275 N
Fifth street. CY 3-4059 evenings
Board and Room for Girls: 531
E. St. James street. CY 4-2244.
2 -room furnished apt. Kitchen.
refrig. Close to college. Adults,
$50. Also large twin bedroom. 685
S. Third street.
Wanted: Girl to share 2 lisd
rooms, furn. duplex near
.
with three other girls. CY 5-s9so
Double. Male students. Priv. en
Kit. priv. ’2 blocks south.
181) E
William street.
HELP WANTED
Business %simian with 10-yearold son still share home; board
and private room for college girl
in exchange for help at home. Call
CY 5-8024 after 8 p.m.
WANTED
Would like to buy text for Soc.
70-B. Introductory Sociology by
Sutherland and %Woodward. Also,
Sociological Analysis by Wilsin
and Kolb. Call Jim Downs. s
5-3289, or leave note on bulletin
board in Spartan Daily office.
FOR SALE
For Sale: Late nuidel
camera.
35 lens. complete 1’
case.
Star
222ii Nlayvvd
nue. CV 3-6032
FUT Jarli..t: Size 12.
Fingertip
length. De* taymn skunk,
tiful fur. talstran made. Worn
few times like new.
$75.
-1
3-3018.

STAGE AND RADIO SRN/

Saturday
January 13
8:00 P.M.
Civic Aud.
Reserved Sec’,
110 incl. tas
General Admission
1.20incl. tax
Tidies on sale at
FERGUSON

MUSIC HOUSE

limos-cow=
COMICS
Presented by
of SCIOTS
San Jose Pyramid

hii
th
fr;
30

Sr,

ne

co

Wright Speaks I
At EMP Meet

.Fay, January 12, 1351

Campus Clubs !Been Examined?
Face Cutting
Of Privileges

A speech on probl,m,
seiling
highlighted the Jan. 9 meeting of
the Eta Mu Pi, national honorary
fraternity for merchandising ma firs, held at Fucca’s restaurant in
Santa Clara.
The organization’s adviser, Dr.
M. I). Wright, gave a talk on a
new book "Salesmanship, Principles and Methods," of which he is
co-author.
A nomination committee was
appointed to select candidates for the fraternities’ February election. I
The group’s next meeting will ’
be at the same place on Jan. 23
at 7 p.m.

Pays Fine Nnvuav
. .
FUTURE P01,1(’EMAN Pictured above. iii Man.a Barbara’s
tap, is the %inner
ann., and inneath Papa I.ouis Doolittle’s
of the "I Irst Ratty of tibe Tear" contest. .kt I:11 a.m. on .Ian 3, thi
8-lb. 4-iit. baby boy automatieally liecame a candidate for ’Huck"
photo
SChMidt.% Cia..44 of 191l.

Doolittle’s ’Dumpling’
Takes First Baby- Prize

The turkey buzzard is a master
of the art of soaring. It can fly
Despite the:r name, Barbara and Louis Doolittle have been doing
for long periods without apparent,’
movement of wings. It takes ad- a lot lately. Namely; presenting the world with a bouncing, (all
vantage of every wind current.
babies bounce), baby boy who tips the scales at 8 lbs. 4 oz. The
DUNKING PERMITTED

newcomer made his appearance at I:11 a.m., Jan. 3, at O’Connor’s

hospital.
But this is no ordinary baby.
This baby is the w.nner of the -First Baby of the YE ar- contest,
sponsored by the Spartan Daily. He makes his debut with the title
371 West San Carlos
"Spartan Baby of the Year- and he and his parents are being
- shiisxered
IMP’S I Min
) Sr: ’
Jose merchants. At press-time i
name had been chosen.
The father is Louis H. Doolitt
a 25 -year -old police major.sad,,
spends his nights working a
orderly at the County hospiT
is a senior. He and Mrs. D.
already have two boys.
In addition to our regular service,
Prizes awarded the couple fro,
we are now offering
San Jose merchants are: "A half
cut for Pop" i Hotel Sainte t’:,
Barber shope a portrait
Sweaters, Skirts 490ii
S.,its and
baby ’Angelo Fluters, 5
and Trousers
Dresses
donuts (Spartan Donut shni.
I Hosiery for Mrs. Doolittle ’Th.
CYpress 2-1052
25 - 29 S. THIRD STREET
ma Richardson’s
"Dry per Pa
- - tie" and a box of "Dr per Pads
(Blum’s+, a pair of baby shoes
. . . in your own cup.

DIERKS

DANCE BIDS
FOR EVERY
OCCASION

VICTOR LAMAR
FINE PRINTING

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

9/0411 Wed t
Dry Cleaners
Scotch Service
89e

Here’s Racing Power and Speed
Ore .,Q4 CI G EQQ/PMENT C.
SAN

AVE.
Phone CY 4-2742

1442

105E

eetings
seekers: Meet Sunday at 7:31.
p.m. in the First Methodist church
(1ST,’,: Members who haeen’t
received journal should sign shci.1
on CSTA bulletin board.

Engines & Parts
for Competition
and Road Use

Spartan (’hi: Social at Student
center 9 to l" p.m. tonight.
Potato Pancake pa;
and dancing in Alexander hall
YMCA at S p.m. Monday. All Stu
dents invited.
All Students: Today is the last
chance to pick up money or books
at the student book exchange.
C=>

,)Spring Styles
0

"Costume Jewelry Creations"
A COMPLETE VARIETY
FOR YOUR SELECTION

$1.00
Vionifloinery
JEWELERS
207 SOUTH FIRST
"WHERE VALUE S FRIENDSHIP MEET’
A"tea

Special Rental Rates for Studants
i
!

Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Ent), Purivint Vito
REMINGTON
ROYAL
UNDERWOOD
CORONA
hi. 1900
24 S. 2ecl St., CYpress 3-6383
Free Parking Next Door

Men’s

AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

("7

11

AU nen students who have
not received t ii e i r physical
evaminations are requested hy
Ntiss Margaret NI. Taombly.
, dirirtor of the student health
service, to report to the Health
A maximum penalty of suspen-ion of all ASB privileges will be office immediately.
pronounced against 20 campus or..-inizations by the Student Court
d thej fail to file their constitubetor’
hod,
tions with that
Wednesday, Jan, 17.
An ASH regulation requires all
campus organizations to file their
li Williani Vati-her.
constitutions with the Student
in
political science. pointed to a
Court.
Organizations which have not map of Asia in yesterday’s lect are
complied with the regulation to in "(1eography of Asia,- With a
date are Delta Upsilon. Lambda . king ruler, he showed the location
Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha. Gamwestern Htissilt
I.eningrad
ofq
.Phi
eu
sani
ma Phi Beta. Black M
Eta Sigma, Blue Key, Spartan , and Vladivostok in easter,’ Si beria.
Shields, Flying 20 club.
’When the sun is setting In 1,enCanterbury club, Intirnational
*i tis ris:ine
tad
t’
rad. he
Relations club, Epsilon Nu GansVladivostok. The sun :lever sets
in
Alpha
Ganuna
ma. Alpha Delta,
the Soviet (’moo"
Chi. Der Deutsche Verein, Ento- in
Then, with a chackie. he added.
club, Badminton club.
1110i0gY
Maybe the laird doesn’t tilts, the
Bowling club, Philosophy club, and
111 the dark."
Russians
Forensics club.
"If no word is received from
these organizations by Jan. 17, the
court has no alternative but to
bring charges against them," Herb
Lister, prosecuting attorney, said
yeaterdaj.
Next meeting of the court is
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in the Stu.
dent
lifealth Shoe center’, a solid gold
baby ring with a pure diamond
Monaco’sl, two fried
I setting I I
chicken dinner s I Bohannon’s,.
82 SOUTH SECOND
baby’s shoes bronzed 4Jules BozLie ancl a baby blanket tHart’si
-

Russia’s Red
Get Tanning

‘t.

Long Beach.
(UP) t’pl.
lantes L. Busch sent pollee a
IMO Woo (Korean money) note
todat to pay for a parking ticket he didn’t get.
Rum* explained he ’tx AM in
:seoul uiwn his car, v; filch he
V. 5.5
had sold to some-oar.
tagged for over -parking.
He sent the note along anyway for a souvenir.

SPARTAN. DAILY

Kappa sigma Kappa: Meet in
Room 24 Monday at 7 p n. All
pkAges and memberv must attend,
canterhury club: Social nu .-ting
for all Episcopal students at 6
p.m. Sunday. Dinner and es ening
prayer also.
(’o-Rec: Committee meeting today at 11:34) a.m. in Women’s gym
classroom. Bring your lunches.
Technical Students: Tech at
dents who graduate in March are
;asked to cheek requirements and
apply for graduation in Rty.’
, 120A.
Philosophy club: Meet ;It 1815;
, Naglee avenue at 8 p.m tor talk
by Wally Clark on "Mathrmat
Idea".
Women Vetenins: You are in..oed to a party for SJS
vets to he held in Memory P.
hall ’Tuesday at 8 pm. sponsor. -ii
by- Claire D. Noyes post ot isomer
vet. Speaker will he :.4yd Br;’
:simian. district chairman of -Am’
I icanism committee.

Fashion

SLIPOVER

S WEA

J10io%95
A

Note
TERS

Nylon

soico of
I colo

?III jAeo-SS
400
79 SOUTH FIRST STREET
FAMOUS FOR GREAT NAMES !N QUALITY SPORTSWEAR

MR.
ANTHONY’S
"THE PLACE
THAT’S DIFFERENT’
HOURS
5 P.M. to 4 A.M.
Sundays & Holidays
2 P.M. to 10 P.M.

ITALIAN -AMERICAN
DINNERS
COMPLETE & ALA CARTE

93 WILLOW STREET

-WIRT "C’s I, %II

l’anuary 12

let7,1

Cagers Cop Overtime Tilt
From YMI; Broncos Next
’
I

Sports Edito,

McCH .UTTER
Cune Citrus AMA( pia basketball
team. currently unbeaten in two
str...ng 104-31 leagues. readily can
ailed thr San Jose Packers
In shorts.
For the benefit of the unintans stalled suceess-tully for 33’
By BOB QUINLAN
t I formed jayv ee transfers paric
4
seconds. but Giles committed a,
are a potent
Ihe Packers
ujartyt
Caz, A a.t alePheraon reached foul on Hank Moroski as the final
f
!amateur gild aggregation COM1, deep
haz of tricks to pull buzzer sounded.
.1
toic,get.
posed mainly of erstwhile Sparto; out M-46 ...et tune victory over
Mareaki ?abuts Linked the
tan stars.
t. the YMI in the men’s gm last
"atter game" free throw to fore.McCune has followed suit, in a
night
the game hit the flie minute
basketball way of course.
lt4
II
l
With 25 seen:As remaming to II% ertirne.
One only has to glance over
Burton gave the YIVH an early!
be play,ed in the extra period. Mcthe starting line-up to discovei
Ft: FT PP’ TP
’ Pherson ordered
the Spartan overtime lead with a free throw. that most of the players learned
’’
8. cazera to freeze the ball until the: The Spartans came fighting back
and their cage lore under Spartan
10 last few seconds when (fume aith field goals by Crowe
9 Clark. writ-lung off the poSt posi- lap Jensen and a free throw by Coach Walt McPherson.
otor
Welishne"n name.,Rb
tion. pa.- ssed backhand to Bobby i (lark for a 46-42 lead. The red- IVuesthoff,
Ralph Romero, Jun.
is
1
8 Crowe a ho din.’.- in unmolested! hotBurton, howeyer, rallied with ior Morgan, Bert Robinson ,and
for the irirene layup It was the, taa free throws and a 20-foot field lial Sonntag tiring back many a
Spartans’ fr.’ win in their fast ’ goaI to knot the SCOI’t W111.1 a pleasant memory of Spartan
I i
minute and a half left
six startteams of :ke,terday.
,
Ken Defironnei had a
a
Forard
Tomorrow night the locals re- ,
Morgan, Vi.uesthott and Romer.,
YMI
a
%ictory,
the
(-bane,’
to
give
torn to their rage wars nhen
remembered, since
14 thci tangle with cross-town hut he missed a free throw with are the best
they played only la.st year for
lett
to
play.
minute.
than
a
less
rOal. santa lam, in
Fran college quint.
Thus the stage a aa set for
11-1.40
PALO.r..
VCItiOUS
( oO,
Four-Letter Bents
basket.
f’!owe’s
dramatic
winning
Ineift time for the game, the
Morgan, now oil the’ physical ed’Difirst
3$
and
’a
half
minorst Of .1 double-header. is
ucation staff at Campbell high
utes of play- were a rugged af7:11. 1st anAt Iirc.con Will play
school is remembered primarily
fair
marred
by
56
personal
totals.
in the finale.
Larli in the
for his footban prowess. Despite
’rhe center of plai via, on the
season Narita Lira defeated the
the late start he got each year
food
O here San Jose ,ashed
1 all handily. 55-37.
grid duties, he still was
in 12 times and the I MI 114 due to
able to earn four letters in basTh e so...1.c,, %irtually had th.
times.
iced
when they held a
After overcoming an early 3-0 ketball.
Wuesthoff, one of our all-time j
11-3S lead with one minute left , lead. the Spartans led the entire
’ to play John Burton. however, in- game. The biggest margin be- guards. was pace setter and play1
tereepted a Dean Giles’ pass and tween the teams was 10 points maker of last year’s squad that ,
HINT
raced the length of the court for when the locals led 32-22 in the Non 21 while dropping only seven,:
AT .:
STUDIO THEATRE
a record that made San Jose State ,
l’iLs;. 15) -ti which brought YMI
learly stages of the second half.
the 17th ranking team in the nawithin or-. point. 40-11_ The Sparj Giles paced the Spartans in the tion
_
, evenly-distributed scoring with ten
Romero, who starred In base!points. while YMI’s Bill Rose was ball as nen, also earned four ,
the game’s high scorer with 11
letters in the hardwood spurt.
APPETIT !market’s
Bert Robinson, now cage men trash 1.1001. to Doughboys
tor at Campbell high, captained
646Sitvgligie
i
A two platoon Ford Ord quintet the 1942-43 team under T. Elwin
!outlasted the San Jose State fresh Mesh, then head coach. Like
58-47 in the preliminary game. many others. Robbie took time off
The score was deadlocked at 35- for a hitch with the military. He
i 35 midway in the second half, but returned to SJS in 1945 to once
a second wave of soldiers were’ again captain a Spartan squad.
much for the fresh to cope I
It was in that year that the
Mile North of Mt. View
. oh.
. present coach. Waft McPherson,
once again Center Steve Bur- took over the varsity.
2.1, F
Seit ’43
Hal Sontag, one of McCune’s
t led the fresh in scoring with
:loved Mondays & Tuesdays
..en field goals and seven free high scorers, followed Robinson as
:ows for a total of 21 points. Spartan basketball captain. He
led the ’locals to an impressive
season that found them winning
19 while dropping only nine.
Incidentally, speaking of last
year’s club. It notildn’t seem
natural to esclude Stu Inman
from the conversation. The
lanky center holds Of shares
every San Jose state scoring
record. He tallied 1503 points
during his career.
Now married and
leachill
. school in Fresno valley, Inman
! still finds time to play a littl..
Jackets
basketball. .
. Did we say a little-,
i

I.

clleigtin) IIPOUnd
with Jerry ThOIT:C3;
muumuumuummumutuumium
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Moroski Ties Game in Final
Second- C rowe _Nets Clincher
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BON

Dinners . . .
. . . Banquet Room
I

itOntr, 15440/

and Skirts

Playing center for a Mo:
;ports club, Stu was high man
with points last Sunday against
Fibber McGee and Molly. on.. ot
the leading teams in the West ,in
Industrial Loop. Over the holida s
this same McGee squad ti-imp I
.
the highly-potent Oakland
and Gold.
DO AS I $A1 ... Dee Portal,
boxing mentor, is one of th..
most capable collegiate coaches
in the nation. But as a doctor
he no doubt runs a close second
to Jean Illersholt.
Last week -end Portal invited
his varsity arid
freshman boxing teams to
his home for a
few hours of
relaxation and
informal chat.
During the
evening. Portal
gave a lecture
on how to avoid
catching colds,
Portal
a boxer’s- nemeshe. All the lads! listened .attentively and knowingly.
So what did Mr. Portal do ’ The
following Monday he showed up
at the PE offices with the juiciest. hoarsiest cold this side ot
the Siberian Sniffles. Do as I
say. not as I do, hut for sure
ROUGH ALL AROUND . . .
Evidently it was in the proverbial carts that the Spartan
cage tram svas to experience a
rugged trip back east. For thci
were not only treated most
rudely by five certain ba..ketball teams, but the weatherman
decided to horn In on the act
also
. . And the loyal prognosticator to boot
Walt McPherson & Co. must
have breathed a sigh of relict
as left the land of 20 degrees he low zero, anticipating a plea.sant
plane ride home to the Land of
sunshine aim bastiooball victories.
Double Trouble
But in Salt Lake City, the leiiigerent aircraft came down with
some sort of hangover.
At any
rate the engine trouble caused
the first delay.
Scheduled to land at the San
Francisco Airport at 8:55 p.m.,
the plane appzared over the field
around midnight, only to find the
ceiling hovering at zero, a victim
of fog.
So down to Salinas went the
craft ana landed at 1:15 a.m. And
by the time the team motored
home the- clock read 3:30 ami.
for the soft life of an athlete.
BV THE WAY
. The Spartan’s hopes for another champion golf team Mil’ dealt a se ii -re jolt when it. was learned
that 4.rorgc Brains, dropped out
of school doe to academic dif ie
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oily Report on

’Large ’Mural Cage
Entry Forces Pern
To Expand League

Spartan Athletics

Milt Ilan

in

Totem Pole

Intramural Director Bill Per
greeted 35 intramural basketball
.5 -alt managers yesterday afternoon in the men’s 0,1n. It was the ’
V
largest turnout in five years.
A surprisingly large turnout .
e,
22 teams in the independent divi-,
’
si:ndrog)yiireiPerrto
extend
;isicntothree
leagues instead of the planned
By JIM DOWNS
t wo.
Any qualified persons interThe San Jose State college box- leges at San Francisco’s Coliseum
ested in officiating the intraing team embarks on the most before 4000 fans was an exciting
ambitious schedule in its history one, the battles tonight figure to mural games may sign-up hi
Perry urges
tonizht when it meets San Fran- be somewhat one-sided due to the the men’s gym.
meml.ers of basketball teachingcisco State ir Spartan gym. The inexperience of the Gaters’ team.
teehniques eissses to sign-up.
Stars Take it Easy
first bout will start at 8 o’clock.
iil he given in their
Mac Martinez, national colleg- Credit
The Spartans go into tonight’ts
champion; Al Tafoya. permanent record folder.
fray with a record of 11 straight iate
ictorw s in dual matches. Wis- rugged 130-pounder; Stan Marcil. dials will be paid, he added.
intramural
basketball
consin was the last college team Pacific Coast Intercollegiate 155 sreganamyenruot
are Dean Price and Jim
to defeat the Spartans, turning lb. finalist; and heavyweight Jack
Wheelahan.
thr trick in the final meet of the Scheberies are the Spartan boxers who will sit out tonight’s
1949 season.
matches.
Top-Notch Competition
The heavyweight match between
Tin.; season’s schedule includes
such lugged colleges as Washing- Spartan Ray Lehmkuhl and Gene
Gymnastic teams from College
ton State, Compton, Idaho, Cali- Anderson definitely is out as well of the pacific and San Jose state
forte;,Aggies, California Poly, as Don LaClergue’s bout with
college tangle at 7:30 o’clock toMinnesota, Michigan State. UCLA Gater Jim Spirou.
morrow night in Spartan gym.
Mendonsa and Bob Frazier
and Genzaga.
The Tigers’ 1951 aggregation
In tonight’s clash with the Gait- will battle in a special challenge is of
iinknoln quality, but if
ers. the Spartans Will be heavily match to see who will fight i past years’ performances are
Although the meeting against Washington State next
favored.
any indication, they will he
last year between the same col- week. Both weigh 155 lbs.
Frail:. January 12, 1951
-- --___._
--

SPARTAN

DAUS
---1

7

Spartan Boxers Rea(
For ’51 Debut Tonight

Gymnasts Vie

tough to beat tomorrow.

Ted Mumby, Spartan gymnastic
mentor. describes his own team
Jose Stair college’s hi g Georg.. Clark. a F
lilt’ I t’s
as slightly weaker than his 1950
high int.. the air to snare a rebound in gam.. against
CCAA champions. Don Peckham. center, are
’50 standout and Mario Valdastri, Bel:oh college rerrenti. Clark liner marl. is itirs log t.p-Irranil ot hill
’49 letterman, are the most ex- folleming a lins start caused by an injured ankle 111111 knee. Keloit’s
Matsumoto or K. Toyota would perienced performers on the team. Lon Proctor (S) and Kill Kelly jump with t lurk. Ii. toreg round Ic
Spartan guard Bob Enzamsperger.
represent SJS. Lou Calvetti or
Ko Nagareda will wrestle in the
tit Alt fa Allitt
137-1b. class.
Bay Area Trams Entered
Wrestlers from all bay area
YMCA’s, Stanford university. University of California, Olympic
club. University of San Francisco.
San Francisco State college and
possibly COP will be entered in
the Junior Mat tourney.

SJS Matmen in Dim! Match
Tonight; Tourn ey Tomorrow
By FRA.1%7 ERROTA
The San Jose State college
wrestling squad jumps from the
lire into the frying pan tonight
when they tackle an experienced
San Quentin mat crew in one of
the tatter’s many home engagements.
All but four Spartans who
compete against the men in

striped suits tonight, will join
17 other local grapplers in the
Northern California Junior
Brestling tournament at Berkeley tomorrow.

Regarding the San Quentin
matches, Coach Ted Murnby said,
"We are in for more trouble. The
prii,on boys are not bothered by
eligibility rules and have a nice
pavilion to practice in. San Quentin could be every bit as tough as
thi San Diego Navy team that
defeated us 24-13 Wydnesday
night.Definite starters at San Quentin will include Ben Ichikawa In

the 123-lb. class: 14111 Wardrup,

/7
1’1/Jailer

obb fer

TRULY FINE
SHOE REPAIRING

In -lb.: Co-Captain Frank Was Lee
Jordan, 167-1b.; Jim Eliot, 177lb.: and Al Cadena, hen vy-

ham 157-1b.; Cu-Captain

(At No Ertra Cost)
SHOES DYED ANY COLOR

%%..ight.

16 E. SAN FERNANDO ST
(Between First & Second)
CYpress 4-9789

why was undecided whom to
in the 115-1b. division. He
i,sterday that either Chuck

Cleapance !
Drastic Reductions!
1/2

OFF

Touched with White..

ON
WOOL - GABARDINE SUITS CASUAL DRESSES
COCKTAIL DRESSES
SKIRTS AND SMALL GROUP
NYLON - CASHMERE SWEATERS

thi, ;,

PATIO SHOP
I 245 The Alameda

or,

Of clean white used (Cr drama,

contrast on crisp black faille.
D.-earn Girl
win
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Csnpus ReprasenraCto
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new:.

Candlciate

show, hsw

Ba’d

smart it can

be

with the simplest accessories.
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cecial cide
IX

.

limn Kenneth L. Cline
(.(k Mary L. Guilbert

Sorority House
To Bt Marked
Historical Site

H. Clare !Ann Attends
p,,.,,,,ue Key Meet in ’Texas

n..

Civilians can serve

-

Army
Reservo

Returning to San Jose New Year’s weekend from a Peet& Grove
honeymoon wete the just wed Wesley Peytons. The new Mrs. Peyton
24
is the former Jewel Schneider. The couple were married December
in Temple Emanu-El.
The bride, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel J. Schneider
,1 San Jose, is a recent graduate

( me San Jose State college
sorority house will have an added
attraction in the near future when
the San Jose Historic Landmarks
commission marks it as one of six
local historic homesites.
The home, standing at the corner of 11th and San Antoine
streets. v.as originally owned by
Judge David Beldon. A metal
ri,r1rer will be erected stating
this fact. At present there is a
marker showing that the house
was the home of Belckm who was
a superior court judge and State
Senator in late 1800s. Flowers he
planted in his garden are still
blooming each year in the yard.
The two-story rambling house is
:tow the home of 18 young women,
all members of the sorority holddig a lease on the property. Aceording to Ellen McClean, one
co-ed resident, there are 14 rooms.
including five baths that were in
the house originally.- Much reno.-ating has been done on the interior, Miss McClean said, but the
outside appearance of the house
is about the same as when Judge
Beldon lived in it.
The sorority moved to the home
in fall of 1949, according to Miss
McClean.

Now making their home in Medere are Sparta alumnus Kenneth
L. Cruse .ind his wife, the former Mary Lee Guilbert, who were marred here recently in the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
I tier Day Saints.
The bride’s father, the Rev. E. D. Guilbert, conducted the ’
,1,111,01,
ViVen in mar -9.
11i.1,.. waharn If Abraham Lincoln high school and
rA-aiilaii,1 Junior college in LaM. Eachreu
I. 1",4a’the bride’s I..xo atolidants at;.
keniv.th was graduated from
si Strim!ell maid sit Nino!.
sistei 01 the teen.- Grar,land Junior college in taHuth
ovum /ma and San ()be State
d.?.
t.
rvilege. %here he was a member
best
1.100 I.: Cline ser-41
honorary
Ii
nati"al
Man for his Irtottwi. and Hobert , "t
businesst’dUC?ttk)fl
s
sefraternity
eH
educat1011
.,!brils and Ilarold Cline, brother
rIOat Madera Union
"eflifig
the bridegroom. seated the:"
sehool.
.sts
*ollovving the wedding a reeep-1
1VAlf4 held at the home of the,
I..de’s parents, the Rev. and Mrs’
Gtitibm.t. at 1294
Clere Lyon tvas the San Jose
\fee, Cline is a graduate of State college delegate to the Blue
Key national honor fraternity etmvention in San Antonio, Tex., Dee
27, 28, and 29, 1950.
An official song. "The Blue
Anthem." was adopted at the.....
vent ion.

"nvga Ii,

!Alumni Wesley Peyton,
Jewel Schneider Wed
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Kappa p as Fete
edges at Party
Be
verly Lodge
fir

n

Beverly lodge in the Santa Cruz
mountains will be the setting tonight of Kappa Alpha’s pledge
dance. Pledges and actives with
their dates will partake of a buflet dinner before the dancing
commences.
Herb Patnoe’s orchestra will
play fur the dressy sport affair.
High point of the evening will be
the presentation by John Lo Monaco, pledge class president, of the
KA neophytes’ gift and paddle to
the active members.
Dance chairman is Jerry Vertin.
Mr. Warren Faus and Mr. and
Mrs. William Randal are patrons
and patronesses.

TwoPtKAsTell
WeddingPltins
The engagements of William J.
I Hurst to Phyllis J. Gossard and
Stan George to Thelma Eddy were
announced Jan. 8 to Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. brothers of the
prospective benedicts.
Phyllis is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Brice Gossard. Arkansas
City, Kansas. She was graduated
from Arkansas (’ity Junior college
, in 1949 and is now living in Martinez, Calif.
Hurst is a junior physical education major from Martinez. He is
, the son of the Rev. William D.
Hurst of that city.
Miss Gossard and Hurst plan to
be man-it’d in October.
!
Miss Eddy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Eddy of Martinez, attendidGeorge Pepperdine college in
1.4X% Angeles,
I George, a senior economics
, major, is the son of Mr. and Mts.
I W. L. George also of Martinez.

States Army Reserve offers you -young men
17 to 34 and young women 18 to 34 - many oppoitunities.

In joining the Enlist, 4 Reserve Corps, you may choose the branch
of tonne which sou desire and for which you are qualified. Vacant ws exist in all grades and in all specialties.
You may enlist in the grade helel at time of separation from the .
lit A :non’. provided vent have had active service for any period
since le esple.mlsrr 19 oil Men and women without prior service
11,11Iy tills,. it;
4 4113rnivviiWied officer grades provided they possum
ttehnital skin needed in the Enlisted Reserve Corps. ’the time for

YOU will be paid at the rate of one -thirtieth of the monthly basic

p.ty of

your grade for eat h paid drill period attended. Most units are
atalsortzed Mill raid drill periods each month.
&nisi a retirement namtity in your spare time! Yes, members of
the Ftilivted Reserve Corps may earn retirement credits solely thru
Reserve .l,;tv training. After 20 years of satisfactory service in tbe
Regular and Reserve forces, you may begin to draw retirement
benefits Al the age of 60.
Yea will have full opportunity to receive promotions to any rank
he whit h sem qualify! You may also qualify for appointment as a
commissioned odic er.

Do net delay, tend now for more information
about the important benefits sour local
Army Reserve I ’nit offers you!
Olt(’ rad Ituttractor
117
Julian Street, San Jose. t

of San Jose State college. She
was affiliated with Key club, academic honor society. She is now a
member of the staff of the San
Jose Mercury -News, as is her new
husband.
Peyton’s parents are Mrs. Jessie Peyton of Fresno and the late
Comdr. Wesley G. Peyton Sr. Also
a graduate of San Jose State college, the benedict held membership in Key club and Thu Delta
Phi.
When the former Miss Schneider entered the Temple with her
father she wore an ankle length.
white satin gown. Her fingertip
veil was held in place by a satin
bonnet trimmed with seed pearls.
White camellias composed the
bridal bouquet.
Mrs. Irving Taub, the bride’s
sister, was matron -of-honor. She
was gowned in forest green satin
and wore a gold satin cap. Her
French bouquet was composed of
gold carnations.
Harry Farrell served as best
man while Carl Heintze and
Richard Cox seated the guests. A
buffet dinner at the home of the
nblroidne;s pare nts followed the cere-

,

Your local U 41

amnion it now!

Let us supply your
requirements
for
Zipper Binders
Fountain Pens
Art Supplies
Drafting Supplies
Books
and other school supplies

Love Birds Tell
Engagement of
Trudy Cooper
A pair of real live IOVe birds
heralded the engagement of Louise
"Trudy" Cooper, senior education
major and former Spartan Leo
Speekert at Pratt hall Mont:ay
night
The central pillar in the dining
room was elaborately decked with
crepe paper streamers and each
table had a centerpiece of snapdragons. Paper love birds mounted on doilies perched in the floss yrs. directing the girls to the bird
cage, decorated with silver bells
and ribbons. A scroll on the bird
cage contained the verse announcement.
The "love" birds, bewildered
and a little out of character, quarreled throughout the dinner, after
which chocolates were passed.
Trudy is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. Copper of Piedmont. She is president of her
dorm at Pratt hall.
Leo is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Armien Speckert of Maryvville. He
was graduated from San Jose
State college in June, 1950 with
a degree in business administration. He is now working with his
father in the lumber business.
- Trudy and Leo plan to be married on June 24.

powo me more ,wio. mot ow awe* floe army Itogo,
NAPA(

Couple Reveals
Plans with Poems
Poems under dinner plates at
Pratt Hall recently revealed the
engagement of Daphne Browne
and Richard George Smith.
Daphne is a sophomore secretarial major from Corning, Calif..
and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Browne. She resides at
Pratt Hall.
Richard is a junior commerce
major from Salt Lake City. 1i..
lives at 202 S. 11th street. He
spent two years in the army tel
the San Francisco Presicho and is
affiliated with Sigma Pi Iraternity,
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We Repair Fountain Pens
See our expert fountain pen repair men.
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!ion r

to ricia Huth Barton Weds
Apt. Peter George Palmos

Friday, January 12, 1%1

Theta Chi Fraternity
Holds "Theta Gras"

cdivary Methodist church provided the setting for the
ruptial
s which united Patricia Ruth Barton arid Capt. Peter George
mat of the U S. Air Force in marriage. Dr. James H. Strayer con -1
cted the -evening ceremony.
The bride, given in marriage by her father, George Hadden I
leon. wore a full length gowns
ice, blue net and lace over blue also a graduate of this
college,
flea. with a cape of matching where he served as president
of I
ee Her fingertip Length veil Delta Sigma
fraternity. He is now
secured by a floral bandeau stationed at
the
Pentagon
in
she carried a spray of white Washington. D.C.
ciiids and bouvardia.
Her four attendants wore idenal ballerina length frocks of
ampagne colored lace over ice
ue taffeta and carried bouquets
pink bouvardia. Mrs. William
ockos. sister of the bridegroom,
as matro, of honor, Miss Nancy
Sixteen new members were it,:
axis of San Francisco was maid tiated January 9
into Kappa I’:
.
and
BarMarlene
and
honor
national Methodist women’s e
junior
brideswere
ra Kockos
ganization. The initiation
‘::aid and flower girl respectively. held at the First
Methodist
WashingSomos
of
Peter
Capt.
at 7.30 p.m.
;
n. D.C., was best man and ushA program entitled
-Modern I
s were Robert Erhman of Sacra- Eves" was
presented for the new ’’
ento and Ftobert Haas of San members preceding the formaliost..
ties. It was under the chairmanThe newlyweds plan to make ship of Margaret Larson.
eir future home in Arlington.
Donna Cooter, president of the
a.
Omega chapter at San Jose, then
The bride is a graduate of San presided over the initiation.
Do nna
0se State college, where she was
11 kl
d
member of a national campus lingson, Mary Ruth Morse, Phyllis
and Kappa Delta Pi, hon- Chaney, Elaine
rot
Farum, Nan Wilrary education society. Th son. Barbara Strout, Jean Ann
(legroom, son of Mr. ,and Mrs. Bailey, Virginia Cross, Colleen
tlwge Palmm of Sat"
_ Cruz. is Herzberg, Caroline Robins, Rita
Burton, Leona Weaver, Margaret
Huff, Vera Bishop, and Alice
S
Westfall are the neophytes.
Atthe close of the formal proceedings "big sisters" presented
the new members with small gifts.

Sixteen Girls
Are Initiated
Into Kappa Ph,

Phi’s Hold
(inan g Party

dancing party at the chapter
recently was the first of
quarter’s activities for the
Sigma Phis. Approximately
::embers, pledges, guests, and
danced to record music.
h and doughnuts were served.
A hit of uncanned music was
furnished by Dale Rennie and Joe
1)esea when the two played on
clarinet and accordion several
ity arangements of current
:unes. The duo also appeared
otly on a television program.
ons for the party were Mr. E.
..eents, chapter adviser. and
Clements and Mr. and Mrs.
e; s Waldron.
,

Senior Spartan
Tells Betrothal
A December wedding is in the
offing for Phyllis Alden and Spartan David Millovich. The engagement was announced recently by
the bride-elect to her Pi Beta Phi
.brority sisters on Santa Barbara
peis of the University of Cali 1.::
.eenior physical education ma he’ prospective bridegroom is
newly elected president of
Pi fraternity. David played
n the San Jose State college se;;
ter polo teams this year and last.
!lettere coming to San Jose, he attended Glendale colege near his
’Ions, town of Sherman Oaks.
Phyllis is also a physical educe major and president of her
.:iization at Santa Barbara.

Tins Theater Tells
June Nuptial Plans
’

A tiny theater program ann u ed the June wedding
- plans
_.
Ileofo Lida
Beth Payne and Robert L
McLean to friends at a recent
party in the San Jose horns. of the
bride elect’s father, County Recorder Charles A. Payne.
Elda Beth, now a member of
the Shatter high school faculty,
ii.. a graduate of San Jose State
college where she majored in
speech and drama. Her campus
affiliations included San Jose
’lavers. !Mack Masque, and a
campus sorority. The bride -elect
attended San Jose schools.
Her husband-to-be is also a for.
mer Spartan and a former speech
and drama major. Bob was a
member of Tau Delta Phi and
Kappa Delta Pi at San Jose State
college. He is now teaching at
Yreka high school. Bob’s parents
are Mr. and Mrs. A. H. McLean
of Klamath Falls. Ore. He received his education in that city
Mr and Mrs. Leonard Marsh and at Southern Oregon college
of San Jo-se’ recently announced before coming to San Jose.
the. engagement of their daughter.
The thermometer was invented
Lois, to Mathias Bertram Vertin
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. M. B. in the 16th century.
Verting of San Jose.
The future bride graduated
front San Jose high school and
San Jose State college.
Mathias is a graduate of Bellarmine college preparatory school
and attended the University of
They
Santa Clara.
will enjoy
accommodations
"HONG KONG KITCHEN"
at the beautiful new
A
SERVES
CHINESE
LUNCH FOR
BAYSHORE HIWAY. J,sI Noah of
Hours
II to 2
30th & E. Santa Clara St..
One of San Jose’s Finest
Cloned Wd.
AAA -Approved
CY 4-6075
124 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

Members of Theta Chi fraternity and their guests ssill be
transported tee Monte i arl..-Iihe
Setting tomorrow night at 1 hetsa
Gras." (Inc of the Dreamt Grid
series. the party will he held at
Brown’s ball in Willow Glen.
Carrying out the Gallic theme.
party -goers will be garbed in
French costumes. Carrying out
the Monte Carlo theme v.111 be
various games of chance.. "Theta
Chi money" will be supplied to
the -gamblers."
The 13 candidates for Dream
Girl will be honor guests of the
evening. They are Elsie Lawson.
Charleen Chew, Dorothy Edinger,
Medora-Vaus
Marie Bridges.
Mervy, Glenny Whitmire. Joan
Sims. Barbara Lee Champion,
Nancy Curry, Joey Baldwin. Di"’
.ions
... Peterson. Nancy Dean, and
Carol Hultherg.
Ed Case and Dick Chappell. so.
, .
art
in
al affairs chairmen..
, .
ci
charge of tomorrow night ’5 fete.
.
On their e
Me are mars
Braunstein, Jim Grant. and Die I.
Ganiert. Herb ratites. and Hots
HAVE YOU BEEN

(sister are publicity directors.
The. third party of the use
scheduled in honor of the candidates for Dream Girl, tomorrow’s
affair will he followed by a buffet supper at the chapter house
late this month and the Dream
Girl ball Februarj 3 at the Devonshire country club. At the ball
the Theta Chi Dream Girl of 1951
seal he introduced.
The Monte Carlo party is in
the middle of the Dream Girl
whirl leer fraternas: members and
candidates. Actieities began early
in December eeith the Dream Girl
introduction at Newman hall In
the. middle of last month the SeC fete, a dinner dance at
end
Shade’s brook lodge in Capitola.
was held
Car Service
After 7 F,

et9’

Uncle,
Nes.
Management

Cioelid Sunday Evening

TO THE

Burgerbasket 50c

CIRCUS?

French fees. Onions. P.calos, Of;vot
1098 E. Santa Clara Si.

4th & Santa Clara

Ex-Coed Reveals
Marriage Plans

t

Mom, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?

COLONIAL MOTEL

the amazing new shirt
without buttons!

ANNOUNCING!
the opr:oino c;

zip -front
business shirt

GARDEN C!TY
FOOD MKT.
So. 2nd at William

Sizes 14 to 17
Sleeves .2 At 35

Your brand new neighborhood
store with a complete line of

$395

I save each
week at the

GRAB
BAG

c Per Pound
Steaks & Roasts
in every package!

As advertised in LIFE:.
Full.length Talon zipper
Snaps on collar and cuffs

groceries.

Guaranteed laundryproof
Fine Sanforized broadcloth
White 2nd pastel colors

AT THE
CLOCK

*aka

*TRADE MARK

at lass rest

WESTERN 1COLD STORAGE

Otto Galbraith
22 WEST
SAN ANTONIO

beduievel ra homy
letter mot to owe

121810211121airshaSits.

Now on Sale at

EN DAILY B A.M. to 9 P.M.
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Student Y Holds
Dr. Bentel Airs His Views Lively
On MacArthur’s Censorship On Loy Discussion
al Oath

By BORIS ST.INRSVICH
1
Douglas MacArthur and Dr.
Gen.
;
..
wa.s; Dwight Bente!. head of the dethpme
..spi.,k..a.,,,
A
, partment of Journalism. banged
Reason for the
.
adopted at the Sophomore class
’beans yesterday.
toonell’s weekly ir"’"tieg f1’
ts clash: the recent crackdown by
mutual dance to be held Saturday the military censors in the 1(0 ,..;.:ht Fel, a at the Scottish Rite rear War
General Mac Arthur’s censors
stated, aceording to the .404soiL44-yrriour Abraham,. -oph vice t I 1.11.d Press: "f ’orrespondrnt4
,ei-elent and dance committee, are not permitted to use the
tirmain, stated the theme will word ’retreat’ in connection
()tee about the roarin4 1920’s. with the VI IthdrilHal of I’S
’.-"h its ehark-ston, bunny -hug., torees. The pullback. according
to security officers in Tokyo, is
Soil black bottom.
a planned and orderly withThe 6:ince committee wilt meet i drawalnot a retreat."
today at
p.m. in Room 11 to!
"There was no official explanaelcside upon -i name fur the event; tion of the crackdown at this
and plans for ensaging an on time"
. is-stra
’Stories from Korea will not
I,.’ allowed to mention identity
of unit, numbers of troops or
their 1.4 ;et the strength, efficiency,
morale or orgarotation of UN
forre,,, armament or equipment
if any kind. or ’plass of the Army
real or possible.’"
lloo stup, to4 men and
Or, Bente Concerned
S.1.111011
t
1..en
hat%
tAflofrvl by the
Dr, Bentel IN concerned with
:4/Alan goy. rnment to .1mericar the effects of this policy.
He
s ’,trots Inc graduate study rri: came into contact with many war
it floring the :4cademic yea] eorresporplents during World War
ii
1.451
Deadline for applica- II while he was covering the war
tion ho’. been Net for Feb 15
correspondent "Ix-at" for "Editor
t.ach 141144o ship amounts to ard Publisher" magazine. During
411) i 1111,qt-ors a month. approvi- this period Dr Bentel has had
inaiel,
for a 10-month pe- mans opportunities to hear and
t .4.1
PI imar fequiraments in- analyze the "gripes" of the ear.
.41: 11’. degree In any field. rospondents about censorship
After reading the statement
a I.
I. .1,i 01 l’ortuguese and
Issued by MiteArthur%i censors.
,414mie and grub% idual merit
Dr. Bente! said: ".tt no time
Fin Gather info, mallow irtei
should the press he permitted
..tialents should inquire at
to interfere oith the etwedoettut
to,
-lessatruil f:ducation
conduit of the oar effort. or
ti I. it 11011rri 11.!
II.. job iii..ro difficiat for

tiplication Limit
Set for St Studs

Known for Good Food -

Hey, Kids!
We’re all going to Mostellers
to eat good home cooking.

MOSTELLERS
, 5-9035

APO 1-ndertakes
Parkin!! Lot Work

f Cods* 11 us:eaI

l’here’s Onlr Dirt
in lour Eve, Son

11E1111E09

HAROLD’S LUNCH BOX

NOW

You Can G.4

QUALITY CLEANING

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO

Within Your Budget

IN,,

Spaghotti

SAVE -U CLEANERS
144 E. Santa

4..;

Clara

F.,04

."
4

PANTSSKIRTS
SWEATERSBLOUSES
Ceeled and Patted!.

49.

Dinners
85c and up

Pizza

SAVE!

k MondayOut for that big date Friday

,CASH
AND
CARRY

thes
iwall
itday
uaL every day

S

HOORAY!

iTS
COATS
DRESSES
Cteared .e.d Primed!
CASH
AND
CARR’,

-Cle,tning with’n your budget"
at SAVE-UCLEANERS
%Li %with Dom.: IN loo
I NIG% PI 11’..
%IT I. 11tNIEVI
I Nott KID

.7
lel

ho
Nc
ini
0,1

Group
To Peel Spuds

1

R...isondble Prices
SPECIAL NOON LUNCHES

C

Plano for DPs
Katy Lambert, chairman of Ds.
steering committee on D.P. students. and Barbara Gale, representative from the Student Council concerning D.P. students, reported on progress made by the
Student Y to bring five displaced
persons to study at Sari Jose State
college. Elizabeth Bogs), delegate
from the Asilomar conference, reported on decisions made there.
DR. DWIGHT BENTEL
Three students wiil have the Genet al discussion followed.
I
Retreat Arrangements
military personnel, being human, j task of peeling 100 lbs. of pataThe members voted to lease
do not like to have their mis- ’toes in preparation for the Potato ,
takes reported, or their set -backs !Pancake party, to be given for final arrangements for the Snow
detailed.
Personal vanity, hope the B’nai B’rith Hillel club of ’Retreat, Feb. 9, 10 and 11, to the
of escaping pdblic censure and ; San Jose State college, according I Executive committee.
criticism. and just plain military to David Stoloff, publicity chair- i
It was decided to hold a Memarrogance sometimes are the real elan. The party, to be held next bership Dinner during the month
Monday
at
8
p.m.
in
Alexander of February.
reasons for censorship of dispatches which are imposed under hall of the YMCA, is sponsored
each
year
by
B’nai B’rith Women
the pretense of ’security.’
"General Mat-Arthur’s origi- of San Jose,
Steffi Schwalbe, Gene Wolf. and
nal policy of ’self -censorship’
Iva. pursued ohile our troops Bob Herman are the students
%sere %tinning. The p‘re.ent pol- designated to peel the potatoc..
Picks, shovels, rakes, wheelicy 44f absolute military- censor- which have been donated by one
barrows, and elbow grease are in
ship is imposed o hen nor troops of the B’nai B’rith women.
Preceding the dinner, a speaker store for members of A Phi 0,
from the Jewish Community Cen- campus service organization, when
4.1.
ter Building Fund group will ex- tiles undertake the preparation
plain the fund to which SJS Ml- of their new parking lot at the
le} will make a presentation of, corner of Eighth and San Carlos
/Meth: I 11011114dlitS
Stoloff said.
streets, Saturday, Jan. 13.
The dinner will be followed by
The parking lot is being conlie% eirit’S PlailS
social dancing.
structed to provide more parking
Any student who wishes to spaces for students. One of the
I"Enjoyable,
fast-moving
and
-lever," were the words of Mr. come is invited, announced Mort -unique features of the lot is that
:’...1 Balgooyen, faculty adviser to Schorr, vice present rid the club no fee will be charged for parking. Parking will be free to both
1:,.velries, after he had examined
All you
students and faculty.
...roe of the script of the forthhave to do is drive in and park
, -ming student production.
your own car.
Bob Wyckoff, 1931 Revelries
Tentative completion date has
director, submitted most
the
been set for Saturday, Jan. 27.
. iinal script entitled "Ye Gods’’, a
Zoology students in one of Wbrk in store for the A Phi 0 in musical comedy in two acts, at a,
Dr. Bennet Olson’s lab classes eludes cleaning, grading, and gra% !Revelries board meeting Monday
columnar twits in epithelial Ds- cling the lot and two weeks is
sslat. Wyckoff and Fran Polek ;
sues Titesday when one of the expected before the lot will be
ire co-writers of the stage presitspiring zoologists made an ready for use,
. ritation which is scheduled for a
unique discovery.
Ed Ord is chairman for the lot
or -day run. April 11-14.
"I’s e found one." said the construction.
After Mr. Balgooyen finishes’
studs-nt. and class members
reading the entire script it will go!
looked up from their microBU SInESS
to the Revelries board and then to,
scopes and began to take notice.
M R(14111fS
the Student Council for final apIn mild apprehension. Dr. Ol96Esan DRI1g1100 TS 7.7503
proval.
i son hurried user to the student
Wyckoff has announced a tenTYPEWRITER
RENTAL
and looked into his microscope.
’ a t ive try out date of Wednesday.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
"I’m sorry." said the profesJan: 17.
A cast of 40 students
$12 00 POR THREE MONTHS
sor, "this Is only a piece of dirt."
, is planned for "Ye Gods". "AnyIone with acting or musical talents
may attend the tryouts and no
previous stage experience is necDELUXE TAKEOUT LUNCH BOXES
,
,i-% - Wyckoff said.
- :: indicated that none of
parts is cast in advance, gisPERSONAL CHECKS CASHED
Between 64 A
on
r s all ASR members an equal
Cr
7 16,,S
E it. S.Lin PP ,ando
Y.111(.1 to participate in the RevCO:000,0000000Ce...ee
.; i4, shoo.
i .
Phillips and Fred Cooper
’redoing mu.sical arrange,.
V. Gods". Choregraph%
1. ,
i is. Yvonne Gineste.
11 le Inuit:et for the show is
king prepared by Henry Down,
and
’ ,isiness director. The budget
, is, be approved In the Revelries
’ Open from II AM
id and the Student Council.
to I A.M.
Also
Pins prepared
Cloud oo
tot/16*ot*
Monday

a

S mt i Car, Stf.et

280 W111.0 0.

After a lively discussion of loyalty oaths, participants in the Student Y general meeting decided
to plan a future program continuing the discussion.
At the meeting held Wednesday evening, it was unanimously
decided that the discussion which
raised vigorous debate, merited
further consideration and the participation of qualified speakers.
Jewell Austin presided for Ron
La Mar during that part of the
meeting.

I .4

See the happy jaws a-munchin’,
Try BohAnnon’s for your luncheon!

E

are lasing. Noss correspondents
cannot even say our retreating
forces are retreating," he con111"’"
- However." he pointed out, "the tinued.
"Neither policy is adequate.
.4tiiisrli Both offer interesting insights
’". into the character of General MacArthur. who has been both a winning and losing commander"
Threatens Fundamental Rights
"Any contention that the present emergency presents dangers
new or so great that press restraints previously found unnecessary must be imposed should be
viewed with great skepticism. It
is to be hoped that America can
come through the present mess
without serious sacrifice of the
fundamental human rights upon
which the nation was founded."
Dr. Bente! concluded.

the military leadership or doniceman tor the indi% idual sot-

(Mier Ilea& Group

Robert L. Githr% former circulation librarian at San Jose State
college, recently has been appointed to head a group which
will train librarians in Japan.
Mr. Gitler, who was at SJS
front ’931 to 1912. is on Teave as
Director of the Library school.
University of Washington
Th.. new program is under the
super’. ’ion of the American It hoary association and is being finaneed by the Army.
The N. 1 sight-seeing ’America at present is V.
ton. followed closely by I , ion
s Angeles. and San Franciacci
according to Hairy Dooley et the
Gray tine.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET
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Hamburgers are Bigger,
Milkshakes are Thicker
at the
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!Coeds Voice
’Their Opinions
,On Queen Title

Friday, January 12, 1951

SPARTAN DAILT
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Laughs Judge a Man

A man can he judged by the off-color joke told in milted co: stype of yokes he laughs at. accord- pans. embarrasses men more th I
iThe following article was written by Lavonne Gates of the USC ing to the Southern California women IGuilty ronsrbencesT,
rs,
But women were found to he
Daily Trojan.
’ Daily Trojan.)
Psschological tests at London better judges on what’s tunny and,
1.-ots of coeds wonder how it
of University college show that in- what isn’t. Men seemed to laugh
S"ethta
"
iSimga Chi, cr"ed
Dream Girl.
troverts prefer complex jokes. at eterything. while women oily
or other
I equally. glamorous titles. Going while
extroverts
like
simple laughed at the funniei eikea
By AL LONG
behind the scenes and asking
So, in the future if final, get
stories.
these attractive girls how the
you down. %shy be disturbed’
\ former Northwestern coed4Professor John Willman of the
whole idea appeals to them as
Don’t worry, just laugh. Sono the
no made good in the movies says
University of Illinois believes the
professors also will be laughing as
contestants revisals sonss surpnsthe wolves on college campuses
most
popular
joke
is
the
risque
ing facts
’
they happil, flunk you out
I eat the Hollywood variety all Studeuts
He explains this by saying that
One of the strangest answers shock is one of the most im.port.et college
IsAlow, according to the Daily
Northwestern.
to the question. "How do you like elements of humor. T. ,
being sponsored by your sorority Colgate university sham .
She is Peggy Dow. now appearMiss Dow WPS
in "Harvey.
for beauty contests7- *as the reply, "I despise it." voiced by a
as saying, "The worst
the
I S S. FIRST ST *
,ases I’ve ever met were on colblue-eyed blonde *tic s been in tulle g"fls fall "elm to
Editorial from the Presbyterian
c,TAPTS.
campuses."
almost every final iound for the trigu’
Outlook
None of those polled so:
s
s
past lb months.
SUNDAY
to give any fitnires on tt
"In many of our colleges . . ’
Contrary to expectations, she arship hut a shv soph,
Anyone have an extra airplane college students are a privilexed’ suffers untold agonies from self).,,,,,,a she’d --,,., til,
SOPHISTICATED
enjoying
class,
their
freedom.’
. :.opeller they aren’t using? The
making Phi Beta Kapi .
tiMr-’
she
i’’’
eaCh
iusness
of
sports
-conscious,
fashion-conscious:
COMEDY All ITS BEST
i
liying club at the University
before
the
admiring
judges
Fced
her first sentester at SC
)
t’llifornia needs one.
It seems sex -conscious. isolated from life by
when she voiced her opposi- about killed myself stn..
academic
curriculum,
and tiioanto
ince
!7ieone entered the club’s office an
running. her sisters prac- night hot after Man ’tr
stole their emblem, a 50- hence iarz,ly unawakened by the
y
eotted
r until she als / gave up and de
How to Become the
ca
-el prop.
One club member real issues of the contemporary
around to their way cd some fun
world
Head of a Family!
and its terrible needs. A came
mented that "it *as an unthinkin.s.
ieldy object. to carry around." majority stem not to know enough
pet
the
male
Questioning
Not all contestants feel such
to care or not to care enough to
*
about brains versus
know how the less fortunate live., aversion to subjecting themselves
to male scrutiny. but three others interviesser found that
Ever wonder what other college Even a good sociology department
!
adrnitted
they would much rather idea ass neatly summed -,
students use for reasons when may produce only an academic.
memben of the football stela
to
their ostn cies ices.
be
left
they ask for an excused absence? statistical attitude towards these:
said, " Brains? That’s
Students at Riverside college have matters. The fine social passion
Line Triumph..
thing I %sant in a wif,
One prominent oorran r.n ram - someone who’s deo-,
a new angle-- they were out light- that inspired William Temple
ing smudge pots. Any male stu- from his days as a young Oxford -I pus blamed an unexpected entry the house.
t’harv.
dents eligible to become a member lie down to the end of his life is . into a contest for breaking up al woultin t marry in, to
Al St’ GUINNESS
of orchard heating crews.
campus romance. Her pinning had
The almost unknown to them . . .
rt. !on smart ’
California State law classifies
"That this pentrating judgment ’ blossomed into the real thing but
DENNIS PRICE
times necessaiy for firing as an is all -too-true cannot he denied.’ on the evening of their official,
emergency".
Far too seldom do we find or hear engagement party, she was tied upi
VALERIE IP /14SON
*
*
about individual students or stu- in a rival fraternity house. The,
dent groups where intelligent ef- event had a happy ending, howDr. Miller, president of North- forts are being made to relate , ever, for she i.. planning a June’
2nd Kt
western university, is proof that a their powers to current needs of wedding to a member of the latter
NOME Of THE COMPLETE
BEWARE OF PITY"
university official’s life is not an struggling me nand women.
I frat
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER
easy one. Consider his fate at the
Moat coeds claim that they en "But can there be any harsher:
PESTAURANT
ROWPALO ALTO
tinisersity’s Navy ball.
the fun and excitement of
condemnation of young men and
He almost failed to arrive at women of privilege--of great en- running but feel that no one
the ball because of heavy traffic. thusiasm and ability --than that should take the whole thing sort An anonymous beauty adHe did make it. though --just in while they live four years in the uslYtime to crown the queen of the center of unbelievable resources, ’ mitted that she had cried all night
after losing at the last judging
hall.
their increasing knowledge did not
He put the crown on upside lead them to a deeper concern for . but felt that she "wouldn’t be
that silly- if she ran again.
down.
their fellowmen’
Such eases were in the musorit
The final blow came after the
"To the extent to which this is for most women found the affa
master of ceremonies announced true on your campus, you can be
were, as one enthusiastic en’
that the new queen and Dr. Miller
DOWNTOWN
at least one resolute individual: explained it. -simply ma:
The
would say a few words.
who sets out to change this pat- places to meet .-nen.
57N, st 5+.
queen said a few words. The MC tern.
IIn addition to the dating pc
CT 5-9979
said a few more, bringing the pro"P.S.: Professors and college, bilities. the sornisty contestar.:s
gram to a close.
A
E.4.
toes, Duses Fsed sActsse,
presidents are not excluded tromieern to find lots of other advsnEveryone forgot Dr. Miller.
FULLER SRU;M
I tare s in lookme beautiful. N,=:’
this challemse ’
NEVER A DULL MOMENT
*
I
,
.
a Female
’.:0
Brigham Young university is the
40, S. I tt St.
only college in the state of Utah
lit at Saf,,t:;1;w
CT 4-00i3
that has its own post office, according to the Brigham Young
- Dbul’es .24.
el Ladd
Universe.
._ :OD GI12,i GO TO PAP
.PANDED
It handles about ’2000 pieces of,
1144e,AS’,’:
According to the I charge:
mail a day. The clerk in
legian, one of the es
complains that people still ask;
145 S. lit St.
I conducted a one-m-.
64 S. 2nd St.
’he price of penny post cards.
profess.
CT 3-3353
CT 5-9893
You can’t tell in these days of in -1 see if college
read all of the term papers is
pasia,stosiC wt3s4D4
Gary C000er
flation, though,
I in to them.
Also
BEAU GESTE
!
He inserted a paragraph in TWO LOST WORCZoi
.,of A IlegI
tha.
stating
notes
collateral
to;
Wonder what the solution
read
the parking problem ii-7 At Mon-. didn’t believe teachers
263 S. 10 Sf,
ENJOY BETTER MOVIES
asked the
!aria State university. "Student- . Pupils wrote, and
CY 3-1953
:
paragraph
to
the
underline
and "Stiff" windshield stickers;
by selecting your evenir; s
_-3Nen. Lied* Dareell
were given to students and faculty r"gi it.
entertainment 4r,on thn
The paper was returned
FLAGS WFS.’
members who drove their cars to
marked.
DAILY S THEATRE LISTINGS
school. The school has a 1542 car
capacity parking lot, with 170
spaces reserved for the use of the
NEIGHBORHOOD
faculty. As the "higher echelon"
the faculty are not restricted from
The Creiehtonian claims that
using spare in the student part
THE AWNEW
of the lot if their own section, Is copying from another man’s book
.-4141 Or.oeeer
coping
while
plagiarism
filled. The reverse is not true, is called
tetE saitsiia*Nfrom two other people’s books is
however. Ah, democracy.
called research.
Jaw
70
5141C.Vel
NOW AT
A Colonel from Kentucky was and take for another hour: then
SiliProiskrbia
Saabs a.,
telling his rook how he wanted a pour a pint of brandy over it and
AJ 441054
hake till it’s done"
ham prepared.
"1 dunno about the harm" re"First pour a pint of whisky
Deborah Ken Shromi cmoolper
moo Fed Aoito
Equipment Co.
over it and bake it tot an hour: marked the cook, "but that sure
KING SOLOMON’S MUSES
:EIS DANCE
then poor a pint or tom over it will he wonderful gravy."
"’" g 4 5-a.e. llorsoo-3
46.0
71 E. SAN FERNANDC J

College Men Beat Acto
ts Wolves, Actress Says Lis t.
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-
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1 95
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Real Home-Cooked Dinners
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su Club Plans SJS Military Staff Gets New
Six Science Scholars SF Chronicle Addition: Master Sgt. Salter
Trip Jan. 20
Aim for Credentials
Jabs
Silver Sabers Pick
Incite
Newall (Officers;
t i.iatIt Bob ’,um President
12
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’30’a

ir nce majors rwek-11-rii
.crieral siroislary cridcntials,
Stuel..ht -witching
this
arecrtling ti Dr. Gertrude.
r
thrit head of the San

"All journalism majors wishing !Criticism
to join a field trip to San Fran- I
risco Jan. 20 should sign the list
on the bulletin board in the Spartan Daily office," according to
Recent criticism jabbed at the
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A new addition to the Air ROTC
staff this quarter is M/Sgt.
Charles F. Salter, who was transferred There from a jet fighter
group at Hamilton field.
Sgt. Salter has been in the service for 26 years. He spent 21 of
those years in the Air Force. In
1942. he received a direct commission from master sergeant to
first lieutenant and later in 1945
was Komoted to the rank of lieu tenant colonel. a rank which he
held until 1947 when he voluntarily retired. He immediately reenlisted as a master sergeant.
Most of his service time has
been in an administration capacity. While an officer, he served
as administration inspector, adjutant general and adjutant of
various organizations.

Tame Runs in His
Distinguished Clan
NEW YORK (UP)A hopeful
Air Force recruit filling out an
enlistment form laid a dubious
claim to fame today.
One of the questions read:
Have you or any members of
your immediate family ever figured prominently in the news?"
The young man wrote the (01 lowing answer:
"Yrs. In 1923 my father went
to prison for counterfeiting."
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GORDON A. READE: U. OF MAINE ’51
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MAKE THE TOBACCO GROWERS
MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF...
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the brand you’ve

been smoking ...Open a pack ...enjoy that milder
Chesterfield aroma.
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Andtobaccos that smell milder smoke milder. So
smoke Chesterfieldsprove they do smoke milder, and they
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